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Abstract 
Following my journey through college as an Art Education Major, Frozen Movement delves into 
the depths of my artistic inspiration. Through the creation of a cohesive art exhibit using several 
artistic mediums, I displayed my deep connection to movement. In an effort to better explain the 
path I took to make personal discoveries and develop personal truths, I have compiled a set of six 
movement related artworks. Each artwork has its own artist statement, analysis, and explanation 
of how and why the artwork was created. All six analyses include pictures of the creation process 
and high quality photos of the finished pieces. Through each analysis it becomes more evident to 
the reader the impact and importance movement has had on my college career and future as an 
artist and educator, Frozen Movement has allowed me to learn the power of creative individuality 
and in turn given me the ability to share that knowledge with my future students. 
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